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‘So with every false promise of porn there is a true promise of God. Whatever porn offers, God offers 
more’ (p. 51).

Along the way, some inevitable pastoral conundrums need handling with care. What of the struggles 
of those who are not married? Chester tackles this, though probably not as fully as some might hope 
for (that is the remit of other books). Still, he makes clear how great the gospel compensations are for 
all, married or not. Or what of those who are in Christian leadership and struggle in this area? He is 
especially sensitive here. He does not pull his punches; he explains how detrimental porn can be for 
ministry. Yet he reminds us that ‘using porn doesn’t disqualify you from serving God. For one thing, 
you were never qualified in the first place!’ (p. 87). This is something everyone in ministry needs to hear, 
porn or no porn. His advice is to keep battling but earnestly look to Christ for our righteousness.

Chester’s writing is always lucid and biblical, but in this book his compassion is even more evident 
(as it needs to be). He makes frequent use of personal testimonies and experiences, from other books or 
from the anonymous research he carried out. These ground the book in reality. 

Above all, though, the book is encouraging! I suppose I shouldn’t have been surprised by that, but 
I was. The presenting issue of the book is a crucial and painful one, and his critique and analysis are 
relentless. Nevertheless, I found myself swept up by a refreshed enthusiasm and excitement for the 
gospel as he spoke with relish and delight about the grace of God, the glories of Christ, and the wonders 
of sex in its right context. To my mind that clearly demonstrates he has fulfilled his aim of capturing us 
with a better vision. I certainly was.

Mark Meynell
All Souls Church, Langham Place
London, England, UK

Zondervan Bible Reference Bundle. 87 vols. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2010. $2,024.65. http://www.
logos.com/products/details/5656

Users of Logos Bible Software rejoiced in September 2009 when 
Zondervan announced that they would partner with Logos. Logos users 
have been repeatedly requesting for nearly twenty years that Logos add 
Zondervan products, but for various reasons that has not happened until 
recently. Zondervan had been making their books available as software, but 
only in their own Pradis platform for the most part. Now they are producing 
new digital products in multiple formats and across many devices, and this 
includes licensing Logos’ technology to make their books available on the Logos platform. Zondervan’s 
first Logos collection is the Zondervan Bible Reference Bundle, which became available for download 
in April 2010. This 87-volume collection contains the following sets:

1. Frank E. Gaebelein, ed., The Expositor’s Bible Commentary (12 vols.; 1972–92) and Kenneth 
L. Barker and John R. Kohlenberger III, eds., Abridged Edition of the EBC (2 vols.; 1994). This is the 
original EBC-set, not the Revised EBC that is partially published now. Over seventy scholars contribute 
to the series, and volume 1 is a valuable collection of introductory essays. The evangelical series is not 
as technical as NICNT, BECNT, WBC, NIGTC, or ICC, but it is not as light as NIVAC (below). A few 
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volumes (e.g., D. A. Carson, “Matthew”) are significantly longer and more advanced and rigorous than 
others.

2. NIV Application Commentary: OT Prophets (8 vols.; 1999–2006) and NT (20 vols.; 1994–2004). 
The better volumes include John N. Oswalt, Isaiah; Matthew J. Wilkins, Matthew; Darrell L. Bock, Luke; 
Ajith Fernando, Acts; Douglas J. Moo, Romans and 2 Peter and Jude; Craig L. Blomberg, 1 Corinthians; 
Frank Thielman, Philippians; and George H. Guthrie, Hebrews. NIVAC is relatively thin on exegesis 
and thick on bridging the text to relevant application, and it can be extraordinarily useful for preachers 
toward the end of sermon preparation.

3. Colin Brown, ed., New International Dictionary of New Testament Theology (4 vols.; 1975–78). 
This translates, revises, and expands Theologisches Begriffslexikon zum Neuen Testament (ed. Lothar 
Coenen, Erich Beyreuther, and Hans Bietenhard; 1967–71). Zondervan originally published the English 
translation in three volumes, and it reissued NIDNTT in 1986 with a fourth volume that comprehensively 
indexes the dictionary. Articles discuss the usage of particular words under three categories: classical and 
secular Greek, the OT, and the NT. The dictionary focuses on theology and discusses other information 
like history if it is theologically relevant. The main headings list English words in alphabetical order (e.g., 
“Life”), and subheadings list Greek words in alphabetical order (e.g., βίος and ζωή).

4. Willem A. VanGemeren, ed., New International Dictionary of Old Testament Theology and 
Exegesis (5 vols.; 1997). This begins with a 215-page textbook-like guide to OT theology and exegesis, 
addressing five areas with reference to hermeneutics and theology: text, history, literature, semantics, 
and canon. Over three thousand lexical and topical articles by over 200 scholars follow. The lexical 
section is the longest (1:219–4:343), and NIDOTTE concludes with a topical dictionary (4:345–1322) 
and a corresponding index of semantic fields (5:1–216) and other detailed indexes. The lexical section 
alphabetically lists Hebrew words, and the topical dictionary alphabetically lists English words (e.g., the 
theology of each book of the OT).

5. Clinton E. Arnold, ed., Zondervan Illustrated Bible Backgrounds Commentary: New Testament 
(4 vols.; 2002). This is the counterpart to the OT-set below; both sets are geared more for laypeople 
than Bible scholars and include hundreds of photographs, drawings, maps, diagrams, and charts. 
The commentaries are not typical but instead focus on the Bible’s cultural context. The NT-set draws 
on studies of Judaism, Roman culture, Hellenism, archeology, and other features of the NT-world. 
Contributors include George H. Guthrie (Hebrews), Douglas J. Moo (Romans, James, 2 Peter, Jude), 
Mark L. Strauss (Luke), and Robert Yarbrough (1–3 John).

6. John H. Walton, ed., Zondervan Illustrated Bible Backgrounds Commentary: Old Testament 
(5 vols.; 2009). Thirty international scholars contribute commentaries on the entire OT (e.g., Daniel 
Block on Judges; John Monson on 1 Kings) in light of archeology, history, geography, and manners and 
customs.

7. Zondervan Encyclopedia of the Bible (2nd ed.; 5 vols.; 2009). Merrill C. Tenney edited the first 
edition in 1975: the Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia of the Bible. “The present revised edition,” edited 
by Moisés Silva, “seeks to preserve the original contributions as much as possible while at the same time 
updating the material to serve a new generation” (p. v). It includes about 250 international contributors; 
over 7,500 articles on the Bible’s history, literature, and theology; and nearly 2,000 colorful maps, 
illustrations, charts, and graphs. The target audience for this encyclopedia is wide: families, pastors, 
teachers, and students, both libraries and individual study.
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The Zondervan bundle also includes twenty-two individual titles ranging from valuable to not-so-
valuable. The former include Gordon D. Fee and Douglas Stuart, How to Read the Bible for All Its Worth 
(3rd ed.; 2003) and How to Read the Bible Book by Book (2002); and J. Daniel Hays, J. Scott Duvall, and 
C. Marvin Pate, eds., Dictionary of Biblical Prophecy and End Times (2007).

Readers of this journal probably agree that most of the books in this reference bundle are valuable. 
But are they worth $2,000? That’s where the rub comes because consumers may want to purchase only 
some of the volumes in this bundle rather than all of them. Consequently, Zondervan is also selling parts 
of this reference bundle as individual titles (e.g., the 20-volume NIVAC NT sells for $382.99, NIDOTTE 
for $159.99, and ZEB for $223.99). Owning these resources for the Logos platform is far superior to 
owning print copies, and the prices are reasonable. I have made a case elsewhere for using electronic 
resources—especially reference resources like commentaries and dictionaries—on the Logos platform: 
“Review of Scholar’s Library: Gold, Version 3, by Logos Bible Software,” DBSJ 11 (2006): 151–60; and 
“PNTC, BECNT, and NIGTC: Three New Testament Commentary Series Available Electronically in 
Libronix,” DBSJ 12 (2007): 81–99. In short, using electronic resources on the Logos platform is more 
efficient than using print resources because of the former’s searchability and versatility. Logos offers 
multiple searching capabilities that far exceed print books in both speed and thoroughness, and books 
in Logos are superior to print books with reference to accessibility, readability, marking, copying and 
pasting, saving, and linking. Plus Logos resources are now available on the iPhone (and other smart 
phones) and iPad. The new partnership between Zondervan and Logos Bible Software serves Bible 
students well.

Andrew David Naselli
Grace Bible Church
Moore, South Carolina, USA

Jonathan Leeman. The Church and the Surprising Offense of God’s Love: Reintroducing the Doctrines of 
Church Membership and Discipline. Wheaton: Crossway, 2010. 375 pp. $19.99.

Unfortunately, in-depth and biblically faithful books on ecclesiology 
are rare. Thankfully, Leeman’s book is one of those rare exceptions. Leeman 
argues that our culture and our theology shape our understanding of church 
membership and discipline (ch. 1). For instance, our culture prizes individualism 
and consumerism, which militate against commitment to one’s local church. 
Individualism dresses itself up as freedom and trumpets equality, but it actually 
contravenes love since it rejects God’s authority over our lives. Leeman rightly 
and profoundly argues that church membership commences with repentance, 
for believers submit themselves to God’s authority.

Leeman also maintains that Scripture must reshape our understanding 
of love (ch. 2). We define love as unconditional acceptance, thinking that true 
love makes much of us. But true love is holy love, and the supreme object of God’s affections is God 
himself. Love is not human-centered but fundamentally God-centered. God’s love must not be reduced 
to human affirmation, though it is the case that God delights in us. Since God’s love is a holy love and 
centers on himself, it both repels us and attracts us. It repels us because we are sinners who deserve 
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